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ANOMALOUS PRESSURE RESPONSEOF MAGNETIC PROPERTIES IN RuSr2GdCu2O8�G. Oomi, I. MinamitakeDepartment of Physis, Faulty of Siene, Kyushu UniversityFukuoka 810-8560, JapanF. HondaDepartment of Eletroni Strutures, Charles UniversityKe Karlovu 5, 121 16 Prague 2, The Czeh RepubliM. Kosaka, N. M�riDepartment of Physis, Saitama University, Saitama 338-0825, JapanDo P. Hai, S. Kamizawa and K. KadowakiInstitute of Materials Siene, Tsukuba University, Ibaraki 305-8573, Japan(Reeived July 10, 2002)Eletrial resistane and magnetization of RuSr2GdCu2O8 have beenmeasured at high pressure in order to larify the interplay between themagneti ordering and superondutivity. It is found that the magnetiordering temperature (Tm) and the superonduting transition tempera-ture (TC) inrease with inreasing pressure. These results imply that thesuperondutivity oexists with magneti ordering at least up to 2.1GPa.PACS numbers: 74.67.Pq, 75.50.Ee, 74.62.Fj1. IntrodutionThe hybrid ruthenate-uprate ompound RuSr2GdCu2O8 (abbreviatedas Ru-1212), in whih superondutivity (TC � 40K) and magneti ordering(Tm � 130K) oexist, has attrated muh attention beause of the possibilityto �nd a new mehanism of superondutivity [1, 2℄. Sine high pressure is� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(475)



476 G. Oomi et al.well known as a good tool to ontrol the eletroni state, it is worthwhile tostudy the magneti and eletrial properties of Ru-1212 under high pressure.In the present work, we attempted to observe the eletrial resistane andmagnetization of Ru-1212 under pressure in order to larify the interplaybetween magneti ordering and superondutivity at high pressure.2. ExperimentalThe speimens of Ru-1212 were prepared by solid state reation. Highpressure was generated by using piston-ylinder devie and a mixture ofFluorinert FC70 and FC77 as a pressure transmitting medium. The detailsof the present apparatus were desribed previously [3℄. Eletrial resistanewas measured using standard four-probe method. The magnetization wasmeasured by means of miro high pressure lamp ell and SQUID magne-tometer up to about 0.8GPa [4℄.3. Results and disussion3.1. E�et of pressure on the magneti transition and superondutingtemperatures (Tm and TC)Temperature dependent eletrial resistane R(T ) of Ru-1212 is shownin Fig. 1 at various pressure. R(T ) at ambient pressure dereases smoothlywith dereasing temperature down to 150K and shows a small anomalynear 130K (= Tm) due to magneti ordering followed by a smooth in-rease in R(T ), whih is reminisent of underdoped high TC superondutors.

Fig. 1. Temperature dependene of the eletrial resistane of Ru-1212 under highpressure. Magneti ordering temperature Tm is shown by an arrow.



Anomalous Pressure Response of Magneti Properties in . . . 477The magneti transition temperatures Tm are de�ned as a temperature show-ing a maximum in dR=dT [5℄. The same anomaly is found also in the tem-perature dependene of the thermal expansion oe�ients �(T ) [6℄. Afterthe smooth inrease, the R(T ) urve shows sudden derease due to super-onduting transition. TC was determined as the temperature having thevalue of R = 0:05m
.TC and Tm are shown in Fig. 2 as a funtion of pressure. Both TC andTm are found to inrease with pressure in almost linear fashion: �Tm=�Pand �TC=�P are estimated to be 5.7K/GPa and 1.6K/GPa, respetively.These results indiate that both the magneti interation and the superon-dutivity are enhaned by pressure.

Fig. 2. TC and Tm of Ru-1212 as a funtion of pressure.3.2. E�et of pressure on the magnetizationFig. 3 shows the temperature dependene of magnetizationM(emu/mol)at 1 kOe at high pressure up to 0.8 GPa. M(T ) is almost zero above 170Kbut inreases steeply near Tm due to magneti ordering. Here we de�ne �Mas the magnitude of disontinuous hange in the magnetization M near Tm,whih re�ets the small ferromagneti omponent or the net magnetization ofanted antiferromagneti Ru moment. �M is found to derease as pressureinreases. Below 20K, M(T ) inreases again due to the magneti orderingof Gd moment. Tm is de�ned as the temperature where ��1m (= H=M) be-omes zero. Tm inreases with inreasing pressure having the rate of about17K/GPa, whih is larger than that mentioned above. This fat indiates
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependene of magnetization of Ru-1212 under high pressure.that �M dereases but Tm inreases by the evolution of antiferromagnetismas pressure inreases (see Fig. 4). This fat suggests that the angle betweenthe anted moments dereases at high pressure.
Fig. 4. Tm and �M of Ru-1212 as a funtion of pressure. The solid lines are theguide of eyes. REFERENCES[1℄ C. Bernhard, J.L. Tallon, Ch. Niedermayer, Th. Blasius, A. Golnik, E. Brüher,R.K. Kremer, D.R. Noakes, C.E. Stronah, E.J. Ansaldo, Phys. Rev. B59, 14099(1999).[2℄ J.L. Tallon, C. Bernhard, J.W. Loram, J. Low. Temp. Phys. 117, 823 (1999).[3℄ G. Oomi, T. Kagayama, Physia B 239, 191 (1997).[4℄ Y. Uwatoko, T. Hotta, E. Matsuoka, H. Mori, T. Ohki, J.L. Sarrao,J.D. Thompson, N. M�ri, G. Oomi, Rev. High Press. Si. Tehnol. 7, 1508(1998).[5℄ G. Oomi et al., Proeedings of 18th AIRAPT, 2001, Beijing, to be published.[6℄ G. Oomi et al., to be submitted.


